Product Recall

Product Recall
Wilko Safari Buddies Tambourine Assorted –

Wilko Safari Buddies Tambourine Assorted –

Item number: 0417368/7

IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNING

Item number: 0417368/7

Batch no.: 190620, 190701, 190715, 191125

(batches are located on the inside of the wooden frame)
Batch no.: 190620, 190701, 190715, 191125

(batches are located on the inside of the wooden frame)

Product recall
wilko Safari Buddies tambourine assorted

We have recently become aware of a potential safety issue with our Wilko Safari Buddies Tambourine. We
have identified that in certain circumstances, the pins that secure the cymbals can become detached,
leading to a potential safety issue. As a precautionary measure we are therefore advising customers that
have purchased the tambourine with the above batch codes to stop using the product immediately, keep it
away from children, and return it to any store for a full refund.
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Please note that the recall only applies to the batches highlighted above.
If you have any questions, please contact your local Wilko store or call the Wilko Customer Care Team free
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We wish to thank you for your cooperation

08000 329 329

We wish to thank you for your cooperation and apologise for any inconvenience.
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To find your nearest store call 08444 77 88 77 or visit wilko.com

